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	Design and Deploy web sites with Macromedia® Dreamweaver® MX 2004 and Contribute® 3 training from the source, 9780321288844 (032128884X), Macromedia Press, 2004
Tired of watching your elegantly constructed Web sites dissolve  into a jumble of disorganized pages, broken links, and badly written code as  they're updated and added to over time? Then get this guide and regain control  by learning to design and deploy Dreamweaver sites specifically for use with  Macromedia's hot, new content-management tool Contribute. In the first  Macromedia-authorized book to cover this natural pairing, veteran author Joseph Lowery shows you how to develop Dreamweaver  Web sites that anyone can update and maintain via Contribute. Through a series  of project-based tutorials, Joseph shows you how to take advantage of the  programs' shared check-in/check-out and versioning systems, integrated  administration, and myriad other complementary features to create sophisticated,  unbreakable sites that are a breeze for content creators and administrators  alike. You'll also find lessons on handling server-side includes, establishing  CSS guidelines, working with external documents, creating and using templates,  and more! A companion CD includes all the lesson files you'll need to complete  the book's projects.

**Please note: The lessons in  the bookand their accompanying filesbuild upon one another. The basic files are  contained in Lesson 2 which, as instructed, are used to create the basic  Dreamweaver site. Each subsequent lesson's files are copied on top of the site;  the lesson files are stored in the appropriate folders to make copying a  one-step operation.
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New Approaches to CSR, Sustainability and Accountability, Volume I (Accounting, Finance, Sustainability, Governance & Fraud: Theory and Application)Springer, 2019

	
		This book provides a platform for discussing the challenges that organizations face in order to implement sustainability, ethics, and effective corporate governance, all of which are important elements of “standing out” from other companies. Examining the background of the New European Consensus on development with the new...


		

Innovative Materials and Techniques in Concrete Construction: ACES WorkshopSpringer, 2011

	Recent years have seen enormous advances in the technology of concrete as a material, through which its strength, compactness and ductility can reach levels never dreamed of before. Thanks to these improved material properties, the strength and durability of concrete structures is greatly improved, their weight and dimensions reduced, the...


		

Matrix Analysis for Scientists and EngineersSIAM, 2004
‘I found Laub's book a delightful read. It has become the sixth valuable ‘Matrix Analysis’ book on my shelves. As well as being admirably suited for the course at which it is aimed, its conciseness and clarity of presentation, together with the good index, make it easy to use for reference. The book is recommended both as a course...




	

Electrical and Electronic Principles and TechnologyNewnes, 2003
In this book John Bird introduces electrical principles and technology through examples rather than theory - enabling students to develop a sound understanding of the principles needed by technicians in fields such as electrical engineering, electronics and telecommunications. No previous background in engineering is assumed, making this an ideal...

		

Parkinson's Disease and Related Disorders (Journal of Neural Transmission. Supplementa)Springer, 2006

	It is our pleasure to present the Proceedings of the 16th

	International Congress on Parkinson’s Disease (PD) and

	Related Disorders (16th ICPD) which took place in Berlin

	from June 5–9, 2005. This congress was the most successful

	congress ever with more than 3500 participants in the

	roaring German capital,...

		

Manga Studio 5, Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2014

	An extensive and fun guide to let your imagination on loose using Manga Studio 5


	Overview

	
		Illustrated with real-world examples, we embark on a journey of a comic's creation from initial idea to finished page
	
		Discover methods for emulating analog creation digitally and investigate ways...
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